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Abstract. Solving of large linear system of equations play important part in mathematical
modeling using numerical methods such as Finite Element approximation. The case study is the
problem of linear elasticity in 3D. A numerical example arising from a domain decomposition
method will show the efficiency of iterative solvers for problems with multiple right hand sides.
An effect of numerical stabilization of block iterative solvers is presented and discussed as well.

1 Introduction

Solving of large linear system of equations play important part in mathematical modeling using
numerical methods such as Finite Element approximation. Popular direct solvers, which are
based on Gaussian elimination or LU-decomposition of the stiffness matrix, are efficient enough
for small and middle-sized problems. Unfortunately, for large problems direct methods become
too expensive mainly due to the amount of storage of the elimination process. On the other
hand, iterative methods, such as Conjugate Gradient methods (CG), do not involve time and
memory consuming elimination process and CG-based algorithms can work very effectively in
modern high-performance parallel computer environment.

The presented case study is the problem of linear elasticity in 3D. The model body is artificially
decomposed into sub-bodies possibly floating which are interconnected by the Lagrange multipli-
ers. After eliminating the displacements (primal unknowns), the problem is reduced to a small,
relatively well-conditioned problem in terms of stresses (Lagrange multipliers) and rigid modes.
The resulting problem has a saddle-point structure so that the elimination process can be used
repeatedly. The second elimination needs to solve linear systems with multiple right-hand sides
that can be done efficiently by using the Block CG algorithm combined with the orthogonal
projectors. A numerical example arising from a domain decomposition method will show the
efficiency of the here presented approach.

The paper is organized in a following way. In Section 2, we will shortly introduce the multiple
linear system of equations. In Section 3, the standard CG algorithm is briefly described. We
shall extend the standard CG algorithm in Section 4 by recent methods for solution of systems
with multiple right-hand sides: Block CG and Successive CG methods. Furthermore, we shall
introduce a method which combines advantages of the methods mentioned above: Successive
Block CG method. Finally, a linear elasticity model arising from a domain decomposition
method will show the efficiency of the here presented approach. This extends experiments with
iterative solvers reported in [4], [6], [7] and [16].

2 Multiple Linear System of Equations

Let us assume the following system of the linear equations with q right-hand sides (RHSs):

KX = F (1)



where K is a real symmetric positive definite sparse matrix of an order n and F = [f 1, . . . , f q]
is an n × q matrix of right-hand sides. Two basic approaches for solving the linear systems
of equation may be applied: direct and iterative methods. The direct methods are popular in
commercial software systems thanks to their robustness. The algorithms of this type involve
a factorization of the matrix K, which is computed only once, because the system of linear
equation for all right-hand sides has the same coefficient matrix K. The correspondent solutions
of system (1) is then obtained easily by forward and backward substitution in the triangular
linear systems of equations:

factorization K = LU
{L and U denotes the lower and upper triangular matrices}
for i = 1, . . . , q do
begin {for each right-hand side vector}

solve Ly = f i; {forward substitution}
solve Uxi = y; {backward substitution}

end.

Unfortunately, the factorization of the matrix K is memory consuming operation because the
factorized matrix becomes more dense than the original sparse matrix K. Hence, the direct
methods could become impractical, especially for three-dimensional problems, where the matrix
K is very large. Furthermore, the factorization of the sparse matrix is not well scalable operation
so that its efficient parallel implementation is not straightforward.
On the other hand, the iterative methods generate a sequence of approximate solutions {Xk}.
These methods involve the matrix K only in context of matrix-vector multiplication. Due to this
fact, it is sufficient to store only nonzero elements of the matrix K and sophisticated storage
systems for sparse matrices (for example see [13]) which saves memory requirements may be
used. A usage of the iterative solvers is also popular on parallel computation architecture, see
[15]. The most popular iterative method is the well-known conjugate gradient (CG) method.
This paper presents several techniques based on CG method for solving (1) where all the right-
hand sides are available simultaneously.

3 The Conjugate Gradient Method

Before introducing the methods for solving linear system of equations with multiple right-hand
sides, let us describe the standard CG method of Hestenes and Stiefel [10] for a solution of the
linear system of equations

Kx = f (2)

with a positive definite matrix K and a right-hand side vector f ∈ R
n. We shall use the well

known fact that the solution vector x ∈ R
n is unique minimizer of the quadratic function

φ(x) =
1

2
xT Kx − xT f. (3)

The CG algorithm starts from an initial approximation x0 with the initial search direction
p0 = −∇φ(x0). The k-th step of CG step consists of

• updating of the new approximation of the solution xk

• construction of the new search direction pk .



A new approximate solution xk is obtained from xk−1 along a search direction pk with a step
length αk by iteration loop

xk = xk−1 + αkpk. (4)

The step length parameter αk is determined by the formula

∂φ(xk−1 + αkpk)

∂αk

= 0, (5)

or equivalently by

pT
k rk = pT

k (rk−1 − αkKpk) = 0 ⇔ αk = pT
k rk−1/p

T
k Kpk, (6)

where rk = f −Kxk is the residual of the kth approximate solution xk, see [10]. The new search
direction pk is constructed as

pk = rk−1 + βkpk−1, (7)

so that it is mutually K-conjugate with the previously generated directions, i.e. pk satisfies the
relation

pT
k Kpj = 0, for j < k, (8)

while the parameter βk is determined by

pT
k Kpk−1 = 0 ⇔ βk = −pT

k−1
Krk−1/p

T
k−1

Kpk−1. (9)

Observations
The following properties can be proved:

1. pT
k Kpj = 0, for k 6= j,

2. rT
k rj = 0, for k 6= j,

3. pT
k rk = 0.

In exact arithmetics, the exact solution of (2) is obtained by the CG method in at most n itera-
tions, starting with an arbitrary initial approximation x0. Usually, only approximate solution is
needed and the iterative loop is then stopped if the residual norm is small enough. The efficient
stopping criterion might be for example

‖rk‖/‖r0‖ < ε,

where ε is a small positive real number, typically 1.10−4.

Let us simplify the enumeration of the coefficients αk and βk. To find the more efficient formula
for calculation αk, we use (7) and the third observation. Then

αk = rT
k−1rk−1/p

T
k Kpk. (10)

Now let us modify the enumeration of the coefficient βk. By (6), it follows that

rk−1 = rk−2 − αk−1Kpk−1. (11)

Following the second observation and multiplying (11) by the vectors rk−1 and rk−2, we get
expressions

rT
k−1

rk−1 = −αk−1r
T
k−1

Kpk−1 (12)



and
rT
k−2rk−2 = αk−1r

T
k−2Kpk−1. (13)

Applying (7) we obtain
pk−1 = rk−2 + βk−1pk−2. (14)

Using (14) and the first observation, (13) can be rewritten as

rT
k−2rk−2 = αk−1(pk−1 − βk−1pk−2)Kpk−1 = αk−1pk−1Kpk−1. (15)

Finally, substituting (12) and (15) into the formula for βk we obtain

βk = rT
k−1

rk−1/r
T
k−2

rk−2. (16)

3.1 Preconditioned Conjugate Gradients

It can be proved that the CG method converges fast if the matrix K is close to the identity
matrix Id (for details see [9], pp. 529-530). The idea of the preconditioned conjugate gradient
(PCG) method is to apply the CG algorithm to the transformed linear system

K̂x̂ = f̂ , (17)

where K̂ = M− 1

2 KM− 1

2 , x̂ = M
1

2 x, f̂ = M− 1

2 f , M is a symmetric easily invertible positive
definite matrix and K̂ ≈ Id. When a preconditioning technique is applied, the main part of
the CG algorithm remains the same expect computation of the step length αk and the search
direction pk that are changed to

αk = rT
k−1zk−1/p

T
k Kpk (18)

pk = zk−1 + βkpk−1 (19)

where zk = M−1rk and βk = rT
k−1

zk−1/r
T
k−2

zk−2.

Following [12] and [8], the preconditioned conjugate gradient method can be summarized in the
following way.

Algorithm PCG [Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient Method]

Initialize: k = 0; r0 = f − Kx0;
while ‖rk‖/‖r0‖ > ε and (k < kmax) do
begin

solve Mzk = rk;
k = k + 1;
if k = 1 then

p1 = z0;
else

βk = rT
k−1

zk−1/r
T
k−2

zk−2;
pk = zk−1 + βkpk−1;

endif.
uk = Kpk;
αk = rT

k−1
zk−1/p

T
k uk;

xk = xk−1 + αkpk;
rk = rk−1 − αkuk;

end.



This algorithm requires the following operations in one iteration: (1) solving the preconditioning
linear system Mzk = rk, (2) sparse matrix-vector multiplication uk = Kpk and (3) several dot
products of vector. We can observe that PCG method involves the matrix M only in context of
solving the linear system of equations. Due to this fact, the linear system Mzk = rk should be
easily solved.
There are many possibilities how to choose the preconditioner matrix M . The numerical ex-
periments from Section 5.2 used so-called sparse incomplete Cholesky factorization, where the
matrix M is constructed as

K ≈ MT M. (20)

In our implementation, we used the Matlab (tm) command M = cholinc(K,′ 0′), where the
incomplete Cholesky factor of a real symmetric positive definite sparse matrix K with 0 level of
fill-in (i.e. no fill-in) is produced, see the Matlab (tm) documentation.

4 The Conjugate Gradient Methods for Multiple Right-hand

Sides

In this section, let us extend the standard CG algorithm to an effective solution of the linear
system with the multiple right-hand sides.

4.1 The Block Conjugate Gradient Method for multiple right-hand sides

The block CG method (BCG) generalizes the CG method: Similarly to CG, let

Φ(X) = [φ1(x1), . . . , φq(xq)], (21)

where

φi(xi) =
1

2
xT

i Kxi − xT
i fi. (22)

It is easy to show that minimization of Φ(X) is the solution of eq. (1). Let Xk = [x1

k, . . . , x
q
k]

denote the k-th approximate solution of (1). Then the corresponding residual Rk = [r1

k, . . . , r
q
k]

is defined by
Rk = F − KXk = [f1 − Kx1

k, . . . , f
q − Kxq

k] (23)

and the new approximate solution Xk is obtained by

Xk = Xk−1 + Pkαk, (24)

where Pk = [p1

k, . . . , p
q
k] is the n × q matrix of search directions and α is the q × q step length

matrix, which is determined by
min

αk⊂Rq×Rq
Φ(Xk) = 0 (25)

so that
∂Φ(Xk−1 + Pkαk)

∂αk

= 0. (26)

Evaluating the last expression, we get

P T
k Rk = P T

k (Rk−1 − KPkαk) = 0 ⇔ αk = (P T
k KPk)

−1P T
k Rk−1. (27)

The new search direction Pk is constructed as

Pk = Rk−1 + Pk−1βk, (28)



where q × q matrix βk is determined by making Pk K-conjugate to the previous Pk−1, namely

P T
k KPk−1 = 0 ⇔ βk = −(P T

k−1
KPk−1)

−1P T
k−1

KRk−1. (29)

Observations
Similarly to CG, the following properties can be proved:
(1) P T

k KPj = 0, for k 6= j, (2) RT
k Rj = 0, for k 6= j and (3) P T

k Rk = 0.
If a preconditioning matrix M is applied, then the computation of αk and βk is replaced by

αk = (P T
k KPk)

−1RT
k−1

Zk−1 (30)

βk = (RT
k−2Zk−2)

−1RT
k−1Zk−1. (31)

Following [12] and [8], the preconditioned block conjugate gradient method can be summarized
in a following way.

Algorithm BCG [Preconditioned Block Conjugate Gradients Method]

Initialize: k = 0; R0 = F − KX0;
while (max(‖ri

k‖/‖r
i
0
‖) > ε, i = 1, . . . , q) and (k < kmax) do

begin
solve MZk = Rk;
k = k + 1;
if k = 1 then

P1 = Z0;
else

βk = (RT
k−2

Zk−2)
−1RT

k−1
Zk−1;

Pk = Zk−1 + Pk−1βk;
endif.
Uk = KPk;
αk = (P T

k Uk)
−1RT

k−1
Zk−1;

Xk = Xk−1 + Pkαk;
Rk = Rk−1 − Ukαk;

end.

The BCG algorithm requires to compute the inversion of the matrices P T
k KPk and RT

k M−1Rk.
Generally, the search direction matrix Pk and the matrix of residuum Rk may not have the full
column rank, for example when the RHSs vectors are linearly dependent. If a stable version of
BCG is required, the linear dependent RHSs have to be removed from the problem. Unfortu-
nately, the norms of residuals of these linear dependent RHSs do not need to be small enough.
We shall discuss later how to find smartly the solution of these unsolved RHSs.

4.2 The Successive CG Method for multiple right-hand sides

The CG algorithm in k-th step constructs the new search direction pk and updates the new
approximate solution xk. However, the construction of the new search direction includes two
expensive operations: the sparse matrix-vector multiplication and the solution of the precondi-
tioning system. The SCG algorithm computes the new search direction pm

k only for one RHS
called ”master”. The solution of the master RHS xm

k is obtained using the CG algorithm. The
initial solutions of the remaining RHSs xs

k (let us call it ”slaves”) are obtained by search direction



pm
k (which is already computed by the master RHS). The αs

k denotes the step length coefficient
for the slave RHSs and is computed so that

(rs
k)

T pm
k = 0 ⇔ (rs

k−1 − αs
kKpm

k )T pm
k = 0 (32)

which gives
αs

k = (rs
k−1)

T pm
k /(pm

k )T Kpm
k . (33)

Following [12], the preconditioned SCG method for multiple RHSs can be written in a following
way.

Algorithm SCG [Preconditioned Successive CG Method]

Initialize: k = 0; ri
0

= f i − Kxi
0
, i = 1, . . . , q;

for m = 1 until q do
begin {for each right-hand side vector}

new master = TRUE;
while (‖rm

k ‖/‖rm
0
‖) > ε and (k < kmax) do

begin
solve Mzk = rm

k ;
k = k + 1;
if new master then

new master = FALSE;
pk = zk−1;

else
βk = (rm

k−1
)T zk−1/(r

m
k−2

)T zk−2;
pk = zk−1 + βkpk−1;

endif.
uk = Kpk;
σ = pT

k uk;
for j = m until q do

begin {slave iterates are arranged as (m + 1, . . . , q)}

αk = (rj
k−1

)T zk−1/σ;

xj
k = xj

k−1
+ αkpk;

rj
k = rj

k−1
− αkuk;

end.
end.

end.

The SCG algorithm is then defined in the following steps: Initially, the first RHS is marked
as ”master” and the remaining RHSs are ”slaves”. The master RHS is solved using the CG
method, whereas the solutions of the slave systems are computed using the search direction
from the master RHS. The slave RHSs compute only the corresponding coefficients αs

k and
update the corresponding solutions xs

k and residuals rs
k. When the master RHS is solved, SCG

removes it from the problem and then SCG move either of the slave RHSs to the master. This
strategy is repeated until all the RHSs in problem are used as masters. The convergent properties
of the slave system are studied in [12]. In particular, it turns out that the rate of convergence of
the slave RHS is the same as the rate of convergence of the master RHS whenever the residual
vector of the slave RHS and the residual vector of the master RHS are linearly dependent. Let
us recall that the BCG algorithm breaks down if this situation occurs.



4.3 The Successive Block CG Method for multiple right-hand sides

The stable version of the BCG algorithm has to monitor the column rank of the direction ma-
trix Pk or Rk. In particular, this matrix does not have the full column rank, the BCG method
removes these linear dependent RHSs from the problem even if the corresponding residuals of
these RHSs are not small enough. On the other hand, the Successive block CG method removes
these dependent RHSs only from the search direction process. The corresponding solutions X s

k

are obtained by successive approach. Following [12], the preconditioned SBCG method for mul-
tiple RHS vector is described in the following way.

Algorithm SBCG [Preconditioned Successive Block CG Method]

Initialize: k = 0; R0 = F − KX0;
fill the sets m and s such that m ∪ s = {1, . . . , q} and m ∩ s = {};
while (max(‖rm

k ‖/‖rm
0
‖) > ε, i = 1, . . . , q) and (k < kmax) do

begin
k = k + 1;
solve MZk = Rm

k ;
analyse (Rm

k−1
)T Zk−1; move dependents RHSs to the slave sytem;

if k = 1 then
P1 = Z0;

else
βk = ((Rm

k−2
)T Zk−2)

−1(Rm
k−1

)T Zk−1;
Pk = Zk−1 + Pk−1βk;

endif.
Uk = KPk;
[αm

k , αs
k] = (P T

k Uk)
−1[(Rm

k−1
)T Zk−1, (R

s
k−1

)T Zk−1];
[Xm

k , Xs
k] = [Xm

k−1
, Xs

k−1
] + Pk[α

m
k , αs

k];
[Rm

k , Rs
k] = [Rm

k−1
, Rs

k−1
] − Uk[α

m
k , αs

k];

end.

Let us summarize this algorithm. Firstly, SBCG splits the separate RHSs into the two disjoint
following sets. Initially, the set m contains the indexes of the master RHSs and the set s contains
the indexes of the slaves RHSs. The RHSs corresponding to the set m are solved using the BCG
algorithm. Let symbol |m| denotes the number of indexes in master set m. Then the search
direction Pk is n × |m| matrix. To prevent numerical instability during the search direction
process, the full column rank of Pk have to be guaranteed.
Let 0 ≤ coef ≤ 1 is a given constant. In our code, numerical stability of matrix (Rm

k−1
)T Zk−1 is

monitored by the orthogonal-triangular decomposition in the following way.

Algorithm Findep [Find and remove dependent indexes]

Orthogonal-triangular decomposition: [q, v] = qr((Rm
k−1

)T Zk−1);
for i = 1 until |m| do
begin {for each master index}

relcoefi = |vii|/max(|vii|);
if relcoefi < coef then

move m(i)-th index to the slave system;
endif.



end.

Of course, the most time-consuming operation of the Findep algorithm is the orthogonal-
triangular decomposition. Let us accent that the size of this decomposition depends only on
the number of indexes in master set m. We shall discuss the value of the coefficient coef in the
following section.

4.4 SBCG as a generalization of SCG and BCG

In this section, it will be discussed a value of the coefficient coef . If coef is less than zero, the
findep condition relcoefi < coef will never be satisfied. It means that the slave set s will stay
empty. In other words, we get the original BCG algorithm. Increasing the value of coef , the
findep condition becomes more easily satisfied and SBCG algorithm will get stronger tendency
to move indexes from the master set to the slave set. If the coef is greater or equal to 1, set m
will contain exactly one index. In other words, we obtain the SCG algorithm.

5 Numerical Experiments

This section presents numerical experiments that illustrate behaviour of CG, SCG and SBCG.
We shall describe a variant the FETI based domain decomposition method [15] for linear elas-
ticity problems. This method leads to the multiple linear system of equations.

We shall assume that an elastic body occupies in a reference configuration of the domain Ω ⊂ R3.
Let us consider the model brick Ω = (0, 3) × (0, 1) × (0, 1) made of an elastic, homogeneous
material characterized by Young modulus 21.2 · 1010 and Poisson’s ratio 0.277 (steel). Let us
suppose that the zero displacements are prescribed on Γ0 = {0} × (0, 1) × (0, 1) and that the
surface tractions of density t1 = (0, 0, 4 · 106) and t2 = (0, 0,−8 · 106) act on Γt1 = {3}× (0, 1)×
(0, 1) and Γt2 = (0, 3) × (0, 1) × {1}, respectively. Finally we suppose that the volume forces
vanish.

After finite element discretization of the body, we can write the problem in the following algebraic
form

min
1

2
ũ>Ãũ − ũ>b̃, (34)

where Ã is the symmetric positive definite stiffness matrix, b̃ is the vector of nodal forces and the
solution ũ determines nodal displacements. Let us point out that the size of the problem (34)
is very large in order to obtain a sufficiently accurate solution of the original (nondiscretized)
problem. The memory requirements of Ã can be reduced by using artificial decomposition of
the body Ω.

Let us decompose our model brick Ω onto Ω1 = (0, 1)× (0, 1)× (0, 1), Ω2 = (1, 2)× (0, 1)× (0, 1)
and Ω3 = (2, 3) × (0, 1) × (0, 1); see Figure 1. After finite element discretization, we obtain the
following algebraic problem

min
1

2
u>Au − u>b, subject to Bu = o, (35)

where the matrix B describes the ”glueding condition” on the interfaces Γ1,2 = Ω1 ∩ Ω2 and
Γ2,3 = Ω2 ∩ Ω3. In (35), the stiffness matrix is block diagonal, i.e. A = diag(A1, A2, A3), with
the symmetric positive semidefinite diagonal blocks.



Figure 1: Discretization and artificial decomposition of the model brick Ω.

It is well-known that the problem (35) is equivalent to the saddle-point linear system of equations

[
A B>

B 0

] [
u
λ

]
=

[
b
o

]
, (36)

where λ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers representing ”glueding forces” on the interfaces
Γ1,2 and Γ2,3. Since the matrix in (36) is indefinite, it is not suitable to compute the solution
directly from these equations.

Let us consider a matrix R whose columns span the null-space of A and let us denote by A† a
generalized inverse to A that satisfies A = AA†A. The solution to (36) satisfies the following
relations:

b − B>λ⊥Null A ⇐⇒ R>(b − B>λ) = o (37)

and

u = A†(b − B>λ) + Rα. (38)

Substituting (38) into the second equation in (36) and using (37), we eliminate the first unknown
u so that we obtain the following linear system of equations

[
C D>

D 0

] [
λ
α

]
=

[
p
q

]
, (39)

where C = BA†B>, p = BA†b, D = −R>B> and q = −R>b. Let us point out that (39) has
again the saddle-point structure so that we can repeatedly eliminate the first unknown, now it
is λ. Moreover we shall assume that C is positive definite (see [7]) so that the resulting system
of linear equations can be written only in terms of α as

Eα = r, (40)

where E = DC−1D> and r = DC−1p − q. From the physical point of view, α represents the
rigid modes of the floating bodies Ω2 and Ω3.

Let us point out that, under our assumptions, D, E, p, q and r are relatively small. On the other
hand, the matrix C is large and non-sparse and therefore we shall propose the algoritm for solving



our problem so that it is not necessary to assemble C. The key idea consists of the fact that the
matrix-vector products Cµ can be computed in the CG iterations by successive evaluating the
term B(A†(B>µ)). The actions of A† and R can be carried out using the generalized Cholesky
decompozition of A [9].

Algorithm

Step 1.a: Assemble D = −R>B>.
Step 1.b: Assemble p = BA†b.
Step 1.c: Assemble q = −R>b.
Step 1.d: Solve the linear systems CY = D> by the CG method.
Step 1.e: Solve the linear system Cy = p by the CG method.
Step 1.f: Assemble E = DY .
Step 1.g: Assemble r = Dy − q.
Step 1.h: Solve the linear system Eα = r.
Step 2: Assemble λ = y − Y α.
Step 3: Assemble u = A†(b − B>λ) + Rα.

The computational costs of this algorithm are determined above all by Step 1.d and Step 1.e.
The number of the solved linear systems in Step 1.d is determined by the number of rigid modes
of the original problem (35) or equivalently by the defect of the stiffness matrix A.

We shall test a more efficient implementation of this algorithm in which the CG algorithm for
solution of systems with multiple right-hand sides is used. At last, we connect Step 1.d and
Step 1.e. in one step:

Step 1.de: Solve the linear system KX = F ,

where K = C, X = [Y, y] and F = [D>, p]. Results of our numerical experiments are summarized
in Table 1, 2 and 3.

Table 1: The size of the model problem (35).
Number of primal variables (displacements) 11616

Number of dual variables (glueding forces) 726

Number of rigid modes (defect) 12

Terminating tolerance 1.00E-06

Table 2: The properties of the multiple linear system.
# unknowns per rhs 726

# rhs 13

reps 1.00E-06

We can see that the fastest results are obtained for cases where the coefficient of linear de-
pendency coef is close to one. In this case, the maximum number of master right-hand size
(Master max.size) is equal to one. It means that the orthogonalization process is computed
only for that one selected system (master) and the remains systems of equations are ”slaves”,
so we obtain the SCG algorithm. In other words, we can see that the SCG algorithm is the best
choice for our FETI domain decomposition example.



Table 3: The comparisons of the SBCG results.
coef 0.02 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1

# iterations 3545 1990 1990 1412 802 809

# mat-vec 3558 1993 1993 1413 802 809

Master max.size 3 3 3 2 1 1

Elapsed time (s) 1322.73 740.531 740.093 525.047 297.781 300.984

Table 4: The comparisons of the repeated CG method and the SCG method.
Solution method Repeated CG SCG

Backward substitutions 2890 2350

Time (sec.) 415.65 318.28

Inner equlibrium test 7.60E-13 7.70E-13

Glueding condition test 3.54E-05 3.47E-05

In Table 4, we compare the efficiency of the algorithm if the repeated CG method or the SCG
method is used. We shall assess CPU time and backward substitutions that are performed in the
process of matrix-vector multiplications. To solve all 13 right-hand sides using the repeated CG
method, 2890 backward substitutions were needed, while the ”favored” SCG algorithm needed
only 2350 backward substitutions. The SCG relative speed-up was 2890/2350 ≈ 1.23. Compar-
ing the total CPU time of the repeated CG and the SCG methods, we can observe the SCG
relative time speed-up was 415.65/318.28 ≈ 1.30. The computed results were accurate enough
in both cases, see the small values of the Inner equlibrium test and the Glueding condition.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, several iterative methods for the solution of linear systems with symmetric, posi-
tive definite matrices and with multiple right-hand sides were considered. These methods were
compared on a linear elasticity model. In future work we would like to solve real 3D large large
scale applications and dynamic reliability problems, see [1] and [2]. The paper can be considered
as a complement of the papers [4], [6], [7], [14] and [16].
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